
2021 LAMBORGHINI Urus2021 LAMBORGHINI Urus
Stealth Black with Nero Ade leather and Verde Fauns accents

£SOLD£SOLD

Mileage 8,951 miles  Engine Capacity 3996cc

Body Style SUV  Fuel Petrol

Transmission Semi-automatic  Chassis No. A13671

A UK supplied, very high specification example that benefits from the following factory optional extras and features; Pearl

effect paint finish in Nero Helene, upper area carbon fibre exterior pack, lower area carbon fibre exterior pack, kick plates in

carbon fibre, air vents and instrument cluster in carbon fibre, interior front console in carbon fibre, Panoramic sun roof, full

electric front seating with ventilation and massage feature, rear seat heating, Bang & Olufsen advanced 3D audio system, DAB

radio, smart phone interface with Apple CarPlay, head-up display, plus the park assistance package that includes; 360 degree

camera, automatic parallel parking and night vision. Q-Citura special trim in Verde Fauns, additional interior contrast stitching

in Verde Fauns, embroidered â€˜Lamborghiniâ€™ crest onto the headrests, multi-function heated leather-suede steering

wheel with contrast stitching in Verde Fauns, ambient lighting, off-road modes, soft-door close, floor mats with leather piping

and double stitching in Verde Fauns, Lamborghini logo to door lights, 23â€  Taigete rims finished in shiny black, green painted

brake callipers, black matt exhaust tail pipes, headlamps and rear reversing camera cleaning system, cargo system and
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security tracking system. Full bodywork PPF in Stealth Black.

Our car benefits from a fresh service just completed and the manufactures 4 year maintenance pack that expires in April 2025.

Only 1 owner from new and presented in â€˜as newâ€™ condition throughout our car comes complete with its; original

handbooks including the all-important service and warranty supplement, spare key in presentation box, tool kit, tyre inflator

kit and history file.
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